PHOX2B analysis in non-syndromic neuroblastoma cases shows novel mutations and genotype-phenotype associations.
Neuroblastoma (NB) is an embryonal tumor originating from neural crest cells and is one of the most common solid tumors of childhood. Recently, constitutional mutations in PHOX2B have been shown to confer an increased risk of NB. To date, mutations predisposing to neural crest tumors have been reported in 20 individuals from 16 families. These families included additional clinical features such as Hirschsprung (HSCR) disease or congenital central hypoventilation syndrome, either in the index case or relatives. The contribution of PHOX2B mutations to NB cases without additional features is unclear. To address this we sequenced PHOX2B in constitutional DNA from 86 individuals with non-syndromic NB (4 cases had a family history of NB). We identified two mutations, 600delC, a frameshift mutation in an individual with isolated, unifocal NB and G197D, a missense mutation that was present in a family with multiple individuals with NB but no evidence of autonomic dysfunction. These data demonstrate that PHOX2B mutations are a rare cause of non-syndromic NB. The mutations we identified are outside the domains typically mutated in PHOX2B syndromes. This provides further evidence that the underlying PHOX2B mutational mechanism influences tumor risk and suggests that the position of missense mutations may influence the resulting phenotype.